rrarrow user guide

VERSION 2.0

C HAPTER 1

Quick start

S ECTION 1

Getting started

User interface overview

The block
Wire

Fader
Port
Modifier keys

Hello. The “rrarrow” is the modular synth, audio effect
and noise machine for the iOS. The key features of this app
are the unification of control and audio signals and the
possibility of feedbacks.

Switches

The scope
Preset file list
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S ECTION 2

Loading a preset

3. Tap on the image to load the preset:

Let’s load a preset.
1. Tap a preset button:

2. Choose the preset you would like to load and tap on its
name:
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S ECTION 3

Editing your own preset

3. Tap and hold finger on the light gray box of the background
to place new object on that place. The special “add object”
diamond will appear:

Let’s create our own preset.
1. Start with the empty preset: press the “< empty preset >” in
the preset box:

4. The new object will appear in your preset on the same place
as it is in this diamond.

This is the first page of objects. It includes just three types of
most important elements:
2. Unlock your preset — the “lock” button should be gray if
you want to edit the contents of the preset:

- Fader. The basic control element for the preset.
- The block. The basic building block of the preset. You can set
the block type after you have added it.
- The port. Output and input ports and special “internal” ports
to connect objects.
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Press and hold “more modules” button

for the second page of objects:

- Constant. Use this object to set a precise value of the
parameter.
Note that all objects (except port and constant) have two
versions - vertical and horizontal. They work identically but
help you to make the signal chain more convenient for later
use.
Tap on white space to return to main screen.
***

Here you can see these types:
- Button. Useful control element for various special
parameters (like a play button for sound file player). This
object has three modes of operation: normal button, button
with inverted value and the switch.
- Crossfade. This is actually a family of objects that use a
couple of inputs or outputs: panner, crossfader with one
input and two outputs, crossfader/mixer with two inputs
and one output, crossover.

Let’s try to create a basic preset with all this objects: this will
be a simple “synthesizer” with sine oscillator:
1. Let’s start with red fader and sine block. Tap somewhere in
the upper-left part of the background and create a block.
Then tap on the same place and create a fader.
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In case you’ve made any error on this stage, you can use the
modifier buttons to correct it:
- hold “move” and drag any object to change its place.
- hold “delete” to remove the object.

All new controls (faders, buttons and crossfaders) are created
with random color. The color is used for MIDI mapping, see
chapter 2 section 5.
2. Hold “edit” and tap on the block. You will see this box:

Let’s check out the “edit” button now. It is quite important
and works differently with different kinds of objects.
1. Hold “edit” and tap on the fader.

You will see the color selector:

You can change the block type here. See the chapter 2
section 1 for the detailed overview of blocks operation.
In our example we will use the sine oscillator. It is the default
type for the block so we will not change it this time.
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3. Create the button, crossfade and the outlet port so we get
this result:

The fader, button and crossfader all are colored. Tap on the
color to open the color selector - this works exactly the same
for button and crossfader.
Lets check out the gray corners. The upper left can be used to
lock the object. You can use it for each object separately or you
can use the blue lock switch button to lock all objects in the
preset.
The bottom right corner changes the types of buttons and
crossfaders.
There are three button types:

Experiment with the “add object” diamond to understand how
it works and where it places the objects, use “move” and
“delete” to fix the errors.
Let’s explore the “edit” features for the other types of the
objects:

- normal button sends maximum signal value when pressed
and zero when released.
- inverted button sends zero when pressed and maximum
value otherwise.
- switch button changes its state once when pressed. It has a
bit different appearance (that you could see on our “result”
image). Let’s make this type of button now.
There are four types of “crossfaders” that actually are a very
different devices:
- Panner. This is the default type for this object. It changes the
balance between left and right channel.
- Crossfader. This object has one input that is located above it
(see chapter 2 section 1 for objects overview) and two
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outputs. You can route audio signal between two outputs
using that objects.
- Mixer. This objects has two inputs and it can mix two signals
in different proportions.
- Crossover. This object has built-in filter and it divides the
signal on two parts - you get low frequencies through the left
output (or top in vertical mode) and high frequencies
through another output.

Now there is only one thing left to make our preset complete.
To create the wire hold the “wire” and drag finger from the
wire’s starting point to its destination.
***
Congratulations! You just made your first preset. To play a
sound with it you can use all its controls:
- red fader controls the frequency of the oscillator.
- orange button turns the sound on or off.
- yellow panner changes the balance of the sound in the
stereo field.
Now see the reference section of this manual for more
details.
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C HAPTER 2

Reference

S ECTION 1

Block types

1. Filter. This is a special 4-pole lowpass filter with some
nonlinear characteristic. First inlet is audio input, second
inlet controls the frequency. If you want a filter with
resonance, you can use this kind of circuit:

You can explore this feedback by adding more modules in this
chain.
2. Clipper. Hard clip for audio signal. The signal is amplified
(normalized) and then clipped. First inlet is for audio
signal. Second inlet is for the effect amount.
3. Nonlinear block. This one can be used to create selfoscillation within a circuit. Basic scheme with this block
looks like that:
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4. Sine oscillator. Self-explanatory, basic module. Left inlet
is for frequency. Second inlet is for “MIDI pitch” value - the
signal range from zero to maximum is mapped to the MIDI
pitch values of 0 - 127.
5. Multiplier. Basic module for amplification. Use this for
ring modulation.
6. Delay. First inlet is for audio signal. Second inlet controls
delay time. Currently the maximum delay time is one
second.
7. Frequency shifter. Also known as single side band ring
modulation. The second inlet specifies the amount of
frequency shift.

13. Sawtooth oscillator. First inlet is for frequency. Second
inlet is currently reserved (will be used for PWM).
14. Square oscillator. First inlet is for frequency. Second
inlet is currently reserved (will be used for PWM).
15. “fold” waveshaper. Mirrors the signal above the
threshold. Second inlet controls the amount of the effect.
16. “wrap” waveshaper. Simulates the “overflow”
behaviour of the first digital audio effects. Second inlet
controls the amount of the effect.

8. Envelope follower. Smooths audio signal. Second inlet
controls both attack and release speed.

17. Lookup table function. Input range is mapped to start
and end of audio file. Please note that currently this block
loads up to 10 seconds of audio file. Useful for special
distortion effects. Second inlet controls input range and
sounds more like effect amount.

9. The attractor. Produces semi-random signal using
Lorenz equation.The first inlet controls speed and the
second inlet controls the kind of randomness of the signal.

18. Sound file player. Second inlet controls playback speed
(negative value makes a reverse playback). Currently, the
audio file is always looped.

10. Quantizer. Reduces the “vertical” resolution of the audio
signal. Second inlet is for the effect amount.

19. Lo-fi sound file player. Same as #18 but has no
interpolation. Can be used to create more artifacts.

11. Sample-and-hold. Reduces the “horizontal” resolution
of the audio signal. Second inlet is for the effect amount.

20. “Scrub” player. Reads a grain of sound located in the
position specified by value of the first inlet, plays it with the
speed specified by value of the second inlet and then skips
to next grain. Semi-random sample-based effect.

12. Freeverb reverberator. The second inlet controls the
room size.
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S ECTION 2

The audio file select screen looks like that:

Audio file handling

To load a sound in any kind of audio file blocks (lookup,
player or scrub), press on its icon without pressing the “edit”
button (otherwise you will go to block type selector):

Left section lists audio files that are stored in rrarrow’s
documents folder. Tap on a file name to get basic info (length,
channels count and sample rate). Press “play” to listen or
press “share” to export audio file to any other application.
There are 12 “color slots” in the application that store
references to audio files. To simply load a file in an object:
- Select the color for the block that is currently being edited.
- Select the audio file
- Press “load file to current color slot”
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To remove audio file from the block you should press the
appropriate button “remove from block”. This sets block color
to “empty” - marked with “!” sign.

The references to audio files remain in the “color slots”.
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S ECTION 3

Audio recorder

Tap the red circle with CPU usage value to switch to the audio
recorder bar:

Tap on yellow text to enter file name of your recording. Press
“record” button to start. Press “files” to open the audio file
screen. You can play the file you recorded or you can export it
to any other application.
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S ECTION 4

Volume control

Double tap on the circle with CPU usage to switch to the
volume control bar:

The big slider controls the device volume; the “audio on/off”
button switches signal processing.
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S ECTION 5

Wire types

Some details:
- invert. Flips the audio signal. Mainly important for special
kind of feedbacks (see the resonance example with the
filter). Inverted wires have darker color.

There are some special wire types that you can use with your
preset.

- soft clip. Applies the hyperbolic tangent function to the
signal. Works as a sort of soft clipping of audio signal. Can
be used to make the sound louder and containing more
harmonics or again can be used for special feedbacks.

Hold “edit” button and tap on a wire to see this wire type
selector:

- DC block. Filters the constant signal. Basically important
only for some special complex feedback chains.

The arrows on the wires indicate the flow of audio signal.
Stereo wires have different appearance:
Each wire can include one or all of these modifications:
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S ECTION 6

MIDI operation

You can map a MIDI Control Change to any color. All faders
(and crossfaders) with the same color will respond to this
MIDI message. To set up the value, tap the color diamond:

Midi setup can be found on the last page in “help” section:

You can enter the new value or press the backspace symbol
several times to remove the MIDI mapping from that color.

The buttons respond to MIDI notes instead the control change
messages. Each note in every octave is mapped to a color
accordingly to the scheme you can see. Velocity is ignored.

Currently, rrarrow receives MIDI notes and control changes
on MIDI channel one.
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S ECTION 7

Settings page

“Background audio” enables sound when you switch to
another app. Should be on when you use AudioBus. Set to off
by default.

“Store undo history” makes backup copies of your presets
in a special “undo folder”. This might be useful to easily fix
any errors but makes everything a bit slower. Off by default.

Two other switches are for avoiding some errors:
There are some special features that you can activate using
rrarrow’s page in “settings”:
“Start with empty preset” may help you if the app crashes
on load.

“Disable State Saving within AudioBus” may help if you
get errors using that feature
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